The deep Svash' or ravine rising as a gorge between the two great
back of the terraces we used to conceal the road leading to the main
entrance of the building. This entrance was placed well back under the
building in the gorge itself. An organ tower of copper and block-shell de-
sign rose like a giant sahuaro from this gorge to emphasize this entrance.
It is intended to give voice to the whole. Echo-organs are to be planted in
the hills—Dr. Chandler's idea—for open air vesper concerts in the desert
at sunset.
The flitting room? It is simply a top-lit glass and copper arbour topping
the living room central mass and is so connected to the hill slopes on either
side by the terrace tops of the upper stories of the wings that adjacent
dwellers in the mountain cottages—to be built later on as a part of the
whole—may reach it along the top terrace comfortably on foot.
The plan of this far-flung, long-drawn-out building, owing tp the plac-
ing of the levels of the sun-lit terraces, is such that each room, each bath-
room, each closet, each corridor even, has direct sunlight. Every portion
of the building to be lived in is free to the sun and also to magnificent
views. The whole building has the warm southern exposure every winter
resort so covets. And, the whole structure would approximate what we
call permanent. Say three hundred years at least. Three hundred large
rooms with bath, all appurtenance systems being more than adequate and
virtually indestructible too.
Now, observe if you will that every horizontal line in San Marcos in the
Desert is a dotted line. Every flat plane is grosgrained patterned Eke the
Sahuaro itself. The entire building is in pattern an abstraction of moun-
tain region and cactus life, set up in permanent masonry shells. The whole
building is made more cactus than any cactus can be in itself, if you know
what I mean. But none the less, rather more a human habitation to live
in as long maybe as the mountain lasts.
Human habitation here comes decently in where God is. Man is come
in as himself something of a God. And just that is what Architecture can
do for him—not only show appreciation of Arizona's character but qualify
him in a human habitation to become a godlike native part of Arizona for
so long as any building ever endured. Arizona desert itself was architec-
tural inspiration to me and because it was actually the architect's work-
shop in this endeavour, the feeling of the whole building in all its parts
now designedly belongs to the terrain. This is what I mean by indigenous
architecture. San Marcos in the Desert proves it is not only possible but
that it is here.
So, of course, it was all too good to happen. Sometimes I think it was
just a dream. But here are the completed plans, there you may see the
carefully studied details. Responsible estimates were complete: the con-
tract was signed by Paul Mueller the good builde^ awaiting the Doctor's
signature.
Then at that moment as Dr. Chandler took the train to complete the
arrangements for coming to build came t&e crash of 1929. Where was
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